FrogWear® HV Safety Wear

GLO-099 Sizes: M-3XL & 6XL
Features:
- Professional premium surveyor’s style vest
- ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 type R, class 2 compliant
- 3M™ reflective material with contrasting color
- Solid front with mesh back
- Unique super soft neoprene padded neck
- Reinforced heavy duty zipper closure
- Black bottom hides dirt and keeps a clean appearance
- Left and right mic tabs
- Two lapel grommets and two grommets on lower left front pocket
- Left upper chest dual tier pocket featuring dual function flap that can be held up by Hook & Loop material
- Large upper right pocket with flap
- Outside lower pockets with flaps, left and right elastic held spray paint can holders
- Two inside tablet/iPad pockets with strap closure, one includes a full length zipper pocket
- Hidden full length back pouch with zipper access from both sides

GLO-019 Yellow/Green. Sizes: M-3XL & 6XL
GLO-049 Orange. Sizes: M-3XL & 6XL
Features:
- Economy lightweight breathable mesh vest
- Meets ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 type R, class 2 compliance
- 3M™ reflective material
- X back design allows easy identification if the worker is walking toward you or away from you
- Black bottom hides dirt and keeps a clean appearance
- Left and right mic tabs
- Zipper closure
- Four front pockets and two inside pockets

GLO-WB1 Sizes: M-3XL & 6XL
Features:
- Premium windbreaker jacket
- Meets ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 type R, class 3 compliance
- 3M™ reflective material
- Black bottom hides dirt and keeps a clean appearance
- Fleece liner inside for warmth and comfort
- Zipper closure
- Adjustable waist and wrist cuffs
- Two lower front pockets and one left breast pocket to help store your belongings
**FrogWear® HV Safety Wear**

**GLO-88P** Yellow/Green. Sizes: S/M - 6XL/7XL  
**GLO-99P** Orange. Sizes: S/M - 4XL/5XL  

**Features:**  
- Premium lightweight breathable mesh pants  
- Meets ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 class E compliance  
- 3M™ reflective material with contrasting color  
- Black solid waterproof bottom material keeps you dry and comfortable while hiding dirt to keep a clean appearance  
- Reflective inner and outer leg piping improves low light visibility  
- Heavy duty solid cargo pocket with reflective piping  
- Hook & Loop fly closure  
- Adjustable sides and elastic back  
- Elastic bottom cuff with zipper closure for easy boot access

---

**Features:**  
- Lightweight breathable mesh leg gaiters  
- Meets ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 class E compliance  
- 3M™ reflective material with contrasting color  
- Elastic top cuff and a zipper closure for easy boot access  
- Button snap at the top of zipper closure  
- Hook & Loop adjustable bottom  
- Unique black bottom hides dirt and keeps a clean appearance

**Did you know?**  
- When a class E item is worn with performance class 2 or class 3 garment, the overall classification shall be performance class 3.
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**GLO-G1** Yellow/Green. Sizes: One Size  
**GLO-G2** Orange. Sizes: One Size  
**GLO-G3** Sizes: One Size

---

**GLO-99P** Sizes: S/M - 4XL/5XL  
**GLO-88P** Sizes: S/M - 6XL/7XL
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**GLO-G1**  
**GLO-G2**  
**GLO-G3**
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